
www.uppaa.org UPPAA 2018 Conference 
a Huge Success

As UPPAA 
celebrated its 20th 
anniversary, we marked 
the highest attendance 
ever with 50 members, 
25 non-members, and 
12 Dandelion Cottage 
Student Writing 
Conference winners 
and their families (with 
four of those students 
or family members 
attending the whole 
conference). We gained 
11 new members as well. 

Steve Lehto’s 
key note speech was 
entertaining, informative 
and inspiring as he described some of the adventures in his 
writing career. One of his main points was that one never 
knows where any project will lead and sometimes a writing 
project can take a writer in unexpected directions. For 
example, a column on lemon laws for cars for Woman’s World 
magazine led to meeting race car driver Bobby Isaac and then 
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on to a book about him. He also stated that 
writing doesn’t always follow “traditional” 
routes. His main advice was just start writing, 
and be able to take criticism. 

Carrie Pearson presented “Children’s 
Book Industry 101: Terms, Conventions, 
How it Works, and How We Get Paid.” 

She guided the group through the basics 
of the often complicated world of traditional 
publishing. Her presentation showed the group 
the different types of publishers, imprints 
and sub-imprints in each group, submission 
terminology, categories, genres and formatting 
how-tos. She discussed typical word counts 
for each book category and examples for 
promoting the book.  Finally, she shared her 
own children’s book publishing experiences 
with the important recommendation to revise, 
revise, revise.

Naomi Rawlings spoke about “Life-
Altering Surprises, Annoying Sisters, and 
Running from Danger: Using Various Forms 
of Conflict to Keep Readers Addicted to your 
Novel. By using the popular movie, Finding 
Nemo, Naomi discussed the questions to ask 
oneself when creating a central conflict that will 
keep the reader’s attention through the entire 
book. She explained how the plot can be built 
using conflict, along with the central character’s 

goals and motivation. Internal and external 
conflicts should be included throughout the 
story, increasing the micro-tension along the 
way. More tips from Naomi included creating a 
gripping opening and adding back story to keep 
the reader’s interest until the end.

Vickie Fee presented “How to Write 
a Mystery in 10 Agonizing Steps.” Her 
audience learned about different types of 
mysteries, developing the protagonist, creating 
a supporting cast and the setting. A most 
important tip in writing a mystery is to kill 
somebody (in your novel). She discussed the 
usual suspects and how to maintain the normal 
life of the characters within the story. By adding 
subplots and planting clues throughout the 
story (including red herrings), the end of the 
story should weave it all together with a big 
reveal. Vickie also answered questions about the 
murder and discovery of the body, when the 
body drop should occur, who gets killed and 
how and when to plant clues. 

Felicia Schneiderhan’s presentation, 
“Open a Vein, The Art of Memoir in Today’s 
Culture,” informed participants that they 
could look for markets for memoir pieces in 
many more places than one would expect. She 
stated that 
libraries place 
memoirs with 
fiction, rather 
than non-
fiction since 
they are often 
more “creative 
non-fiction” 
than straight 
autobiography. 
Many 
magazines 
and web 
pages actively 
seek memoir 
pieces. (See the 
announcement 
later in this 
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newsletter.) She also had participants do short workshop-style 
writing pieces using different techniques to get started. These 

techniques used the sense of 
smell, using a body part, bits 
of past dialogue and lists of 
disjointed words as prompts 
for tapping into memories. 
She emphasized that one 
must use all one’s senses and 
plenty of dialogue to make 
memoir pieces come alive. 

Writers of any genre could 
have used Janeen Rastall’s 
session on revising poetry. 
Pulling from suggestions 
by well-known poets, she 
offered tips such as: begin 
with the basics (spelling, 
punctuation, etc.), let it 
rest, look at your lines, 
don’t underestimate your 
audience, watch for squishy 
words and clichés, make 
your poem into a movie, 
and get tough with your 
beginnings and endings. 

Other tips included: don’t do a fade out, do a flashback, do 
a close-up, picture your poem as a movie set and be sure to add 
sounds, smells, textures, flavors and scenery, as well as giving 
thought to who your audience is, and what your goals are. One of 
the best was to “listen to your poem,” with the advice to read all 
your work out loud.

Susan Rosemurgy’s 
session “The Gift of  
Reading: A Book-
Binding Workshop” 
did not disappoint its 
participants either. Her 
emphasis was on making 
the presentation of a 
book a piece of art in 
addition to the writing 
itself being an art. 
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During the lunch break, 
President Tyler Tichelaar 
and Treasurer Larry Buege 
presented prizes to winners 
of the Dandelion Cottage 
Student Writing Contest. 
The first and second place 
winners and their families 
were on hand to receive their 
awards. All the contest results 
are listed on page 4. 



First Place 
 “The Attack”

Katie McEachern is a 
freshman at Negaunee High 
School.  She is active in band, 
chorus and gymnastics. In her 
free time Katie enjoys music, 
writing, drawing, poetry and 
many other fine arts. She 
also enjoys adventuring to 
"cool and unique" places. 
Additionally, Katie spends 
time taking pictures with 
friends, babysitting and 
doing makeup. 

Second Place 
“Welcome to 

the New Age”
Emma Locknane is 

a junior at Gwinn High 
School. She enjoys hobbies 
such as writing, drawing, 
knitting, and daydreaming. 
Her favorite reading genres 
are science fiction, fantasy, 
and magical realism. She has 
many stories of her own she’s 
working on, and often spends 
her time developing characters 
and fictional worlds.

Third Place Tie 
 “Elite”

Anna Laakso is a 
sophomore at Republic-
Michigamme High School. 
She is an avid fan of the 
fantasy genre and seeks it out 
in her reading and writing 
choices.  Anna is also a 
talented artist, and her love 
of fantasy comes through in 
her many illustrations and 
drawings.

Third Place Tie 
“Henry the Kitten”
Sarah Lauzon is an 11 

year-old fifth grader who 
attends Luther L. Wright 
K-12 School in Ironwood. 
She won the 2018 fifth grade 
U.P. spelling bee. She loves to 
read and write. She loves cats 
and Broadway. Her hobbies 
include playing piano, 
playing with her cat and 
swimming.

Honorable Mention 
“Abducted”

Sierra Hendrickson is 
a freshman at Negaunee 
High School.
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SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
from Felicia Schneiderhan:

Her editor at “Lake Superior Magazine,” Konnie LeMay, 
would love to know about books coming out by UP 
authors. (The magazine includes book reviews in every 
issue.) Publishers or authors who are self-publishing can 
contact Konnie about their book at edit@lakesuperior.
com. She also mentioned in her workshop that Konnie 
uses memoir pieces in the magazine.

Dandelion Cottage Contest Winners

UPPAA President Tyler Tichelaar and Larry Buege present students with their first 
and second place awards for the Dandelion Cottage Student Writing Contest.



MEMBER NEWS:
Raymond Luczak wishes 

say thank you for various 
UPPAA members’ offers to 
help promote books and these 
announcements show how busy 
he is:

The Kinda Fella I Am: 
Stories, was published in March 
2018, and is available now at 
ReclaPress.com and Amazon. 

He will be performing his 
work at the first Northwest 
Deaf Arts Festival on Saturday 
June 16th in Portland, Oregon.

He will be performing his 
poems at the UP Pride Festival 
in Marquette this September. 

He will also be reading from 
his work at the Dodge Poetry 
Festival in Newark, New Jersey 
on the weekend of October 
19th, 2018.

Fomite Press will bring out 
his seventh poetry collection, A 
Babble of Objects, in Nov. 2018.

Red Hen Press is expected 
to bring out his second novel, 
Flannel Wood, in March 2019.

He’s editing a new poetry 
tribute anthology in honor of 
Walt Whitman and the poets he’s 
inspired for publication later 
in 2019. (See squaresandrebels.
com/about/index.html for info 
about my call for submissions.)

You can follow him on: 
facebook.com/raymondsbooks;  
twitter.com/deafwoof  or visit 
his web site: raymondluczak.com.

Richard P. Smith, Outdoor 
Writer & Photographer, offers 
the cover of his latest book. It’s 
the 7th book in a series about 
the biggest bucks bagged by 
hunters in Michigan. Each book 
has a different collection of short 
stories about how, where, when 
and by whom those bucks were 
bagged. The book should be in 
print by Sep. 1. Contact him at: 
814 Clark St., Marquette, MI 
49855, rpsoutdoors@chartermi.
net  or  www.richardpsmith.com

Charles Forgrave, born 
and raised in Iroquois Beach 
and now living in Sault Ste. 
Marie, wants to share the cover 

for his novel.  He wrote and 
self-published the five-star 
novel, Love Buries a Spring 
Bird, and is promoting it on the 
internet. The e-book is for sale 
on Amazon for $1.00 and the 
paperback for $7.90…both for a 
limited time.

The 2018 UP Reader is now 
available! If you were not able 
to get your copy or copies at 
the conference, you can contact 
Victor Volkman at webmaster@
UPPAA.org It is super full of 
great reading and makes a very 
good gift. 5
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From your editor,
Deborah K. Frontiera: 
Keep your news, marketing 
tips, member profiles, and 
other information of interest 
to the group coming. Email to: 
dfrontiera@wildblue.net

Special thanks 
to Vicki Jordens for stepping up 

and offering her help with the newsletter.


